
 

 
 

Inside / Outside (Perception vs Reality) 

Focus area: Evaluation 

Use for  Evaluation 

 Peer support 

Use with Young people 

Set up time 10 – 20 minutes to prepare silhouettes, 10 minutes to explain 
the process 

Materials needed Large sheets of paper; pens 

Quality Principle/s 7 – Developing belonging and ownership 

 

This activity can be used to support peer-led evaluation, developing a sense of belonging 

and ownership of the evaluation process. By working with their peers to identify indicators 

of belonging and ownership before a creative project takes place, peer evaluators can assess 

how well these have been achieved once the project has taken place.  

How to use this resource 

1. Before your creative project begins, pair your evaluators up with a small group of 

their peers. Ask your groups to create a silhouette, by asking a member of the group 

to lie on a sheet of paper and drawing around them. 

 

2. Encourage peer evaluators to work with their group to think about belonging and 

ownership – how might it feel if they had this? What changes in skills, confidence, 

understanding and attitudes might take place? After discussion, groups should write 

their responses inside the silhouette. 

 

3. Then groups should discuss how an external person would know that these changes 

have happened – for example young people might smile more, arrive at classes 

earlier or take more responsibility. These responses should be written around the 

outside of the group’s silhouette. 

 

4. Once your creative project has taken place, peer evaluators should revisit these 

silhouettes with their groups and measure what has been achieved against their 

previous responses. As well as contributing to your evaluation the process and 

analysis of responses could help with mathematics and literacy if you collate them 

similarly to the Post It Note Perceptions activity in resource QP3. 

 


